GEOTHERMAL
PROJECT
in Hungary

In this prospectus we would like to offer you to purchase of the majority shares of a project company that was set up for the
construction and operational management of a geothermal heating plant in Hungary. According to the project plan the project
company „ Hot Power Ltd.” is to build a complex geothermal heating plant in the most promising part concerning geothermal
projects in Hungary. The heat generated is to be sold to the market leader brewery of Hungary and to local greenhouses. Upon
receiving the non-refundable grants for the project the return on investment is within 4 years and would provide a very favorable
passive income onwards.

Essence of the project
The project company - Hot Power Ltd. - has been incorporated to take an
advantage of Hungary’s favorable geothermal endowments. Due to the
hydro geological parameters of the country, Hungary is considered one of
the major players of mineral waters, thermal waters and geothermal energy.
Bőcs, located in the North-Eastern part of Hungary has an excellent
opportunity to exploit geothermal energy, as almost 100 degrees Celsius water could be extracted with high water yield. Furthermore a large
industrial consumer („Borsodi” Brewery owned and operated by MolsonCoors Brewing Company) is located directly on the extraction point.
The project company is constructing the geothermal heating plant for the
extraction and utilization of geothermal energy. The main aim of the project
is the realization of the geothermal development at the city of Bőcs, and the
financially sound management of the operating geothermal heating plant.

Financing and expected results of the
project
The owners of the project company are currently looking for an
investor who can see the benefits of the project and willing to provide
the additional funds required. The owners financed the project
development (land, studies, permits, etc.) from their own funds until
now.
In this offer the current owners offer 75% shares of the project
company at nominal value to the investor, who would in exchange
provide the total required amount of investment needed for the further
implementation of the project.
Upon receiving the non-refundable grants for the project, the
own funds required is 3.3 million euro and also the financing of
post-financed grants is needed. (The investor will receive back its
investment in the first instance form the results of the company and
the owners then will realize their profit in the form of dividends, based
on their share proportions.)
BŐCS - GEOTHERMAL PROJECT

The geothermal heating plant has one production well and one injection
well. The heat energy recovered from the ground sent to the heat stations
via a pipeline system and passed on to the heat users (according to the
current plans the primary heat user will be the Brewery and the secondary
heat user would be the greenhouse).
The preparation phase of the project has been completed apart from the
project area, all necessary studies, plans and construction permits are in
hand, the project is fully developed. After signing contracts with the heat
users and after obtaining the non-refundable grants, the project company
realizes the geothermal project.

Investment

6,250,000 euro

Nominal value of 75% shares of the project company

7,500 euro

Operating result

805,000 euro

ROI *
3.9 years
Forecast; Net amounts
* Upon receiving the non-refundable grants at 50% intensity

According to the Hungarian law, the company’s shares could be
purchased by foreign private persons or legal entities and the foreigner
owner could exercise its ownership rights without any legal or
practical limitations.
In parallel with the base project not only a third party but the
optionally the investor could operate the greenhouse as the secondary
heat user through its own company.

This activity, according to projections will have an operating result of
380,000 euro/year. (Note: the construction of the greenhouse needs
further investment and professional management, but the return on
investment is 3 years. The investment is 1,950,000 euro, upon receiving
the non-refundable grants, it would be reduced by 50%, the operating cost
is 1 235 000 euro/year, while the projected turnover is 1,615,000 euro/
year.)

Did you know?
• For the implementation of the project, the company acquires an
investment that is capable of producing a passive and outstanding
income in long-term.
• Due to Borsodi Brewery and the greenhouse there is a permanent
need for the heat energy.
• The amount of investment and the amount of the annual operating
cost are relatively high, but it is cheap to produce the energy, due to
high temperature terrestrial heat and the state-of-the-art technical
solution. The energy can be sold with a relatively large margin, so the
return on investment is quick for Hot Power Ltd.
• The basis of the project is a continuously renewing energy source,
as opposed to fossil energy, the geothermal energy is available
continuously and in long term.
• The subject of the investment is physically safe, as neither the deep
geothermal water nor the wells could be stolen.
• The assets belong to Hot Power Ltd., so there is no risks by any third
parties eg. the investment service provider, broker, bank, or any other
contributor’s bankruptcy - Stable investment.
• The geothermal project is completely independent investment from
capital markets („crisis-proof”) because its value does not be affected
by the stock price fluctuations of the securities market.
• The environmental usefulness of the project could „sell well”, it is
beneficial for the society as a whole.

TISZACASH ZRt.
TISZACASH Zrt. is the market leader in the trade of agricultural land
and related services in Hungary. In case you require, apart from
managing the full sales process on your behalf, TISZACASH Zrt. is
able to provide the full scale ongoing project management services for
management fee.

Benefits of the geothermal project at
Bőcs
Upon purchasing the project company’s shares you have a SECURE
INVESTMENT, as the ownership of the companies are registered by
the Court of Registration in Hungary and the Hungarian Constitution
guarantees the right to the ownership. Thus, the ownership of the
company, as well as the full and unrestricted exercise of the ownership
rights are guaranteed by the Courts, the Hungarian and EU laws.
Upon purchasing the project company’s shares you have a HIGH YIELD
INVESTMENT, as according to the forecast, Upon receiving the nonrefundable grants at 50% intensity, the Return on investment is under
4 years. The operating result is 805,000 euro/ year, that provides an
extremely high 25% passive income (based on the 3.3 million euro
own funds required).
Upon purchasing the project company’s shares you have a LIQUID
INVESTMENT, as the geothermal heating plant could be liquidated
fairly quickly as the comparative advantages of the investment (high
yield, renewable energy sources) and a relatively high number of
potential buyer the sales could be concluded in a few months.
We hope that this unique opportunity would be of your interest. Should
you have any questions or comments our investment advisors are at
your disposal.

TISZACASH ZRT.
H-3525 Miskolc, Széchenyi utca 7.
Phone: +36 20 346 0504
info@tiszacash.hu
www.tiszacash.eu

